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THE ESSEX REGIMENT AT CASSINO

The Essex Regiment was among the troops who took part in the grim bottle for

Cassino.

They helped to capture an important peak, point 435, on March 17 and during the next

four days assisted in smashing repeated enemy counter-attacks on their positions*

The Regiment has fought in Italy with both the Eighth and Fifth Armies,- One

battalion landed at Taranto in the last week of September. Its line of advance lay

through the centre of the Eighth Army’s front and it fought its way forward through

hilly country towards the Sangro, capturing many well defended villages and towns on

the way.

On October 28 the formation with which it was serving took Montefalcone, a hill

town two miles from the Eastern bank of the Trigno and five days later the Regiment took

part in the establishment of a bridgehead across this river.

The Essex were heavily/engaged throughout November, helping to capture Tufillo on

November 5 and advancing against stern opposition through Perano and Archi to the banks

on the Sangro. On the first day on which our main forces crossed this river, the

Essex formed part of the bridgehead, crossing three miles north west of Perano on

November 23. They were engaged in heavy fighting on the western bank, being strongly

counter-attacked in the woods and mountains a few miles to the'west of San Angelo.

During December the Essex were constantly in action. On Dec. 10 they helped to

establish a bridgehead across the More north of Frisa, and after many days of hard

fighting shared in the taking of Villa Grande on December 26.

On January 6 the formation in which the Essex were serving, having crossed the

Tollo road four days previously, beat off several attacks east of Crecchio.

Throughout February/' the Regiment was heavily engaged in the Orsogna area. It

tenaciously held to its positions against several enemy attacks, the most severe being
those of February 11 and 13 ~ pressed home with tanks - and those of February 17 and

23. The unit passed to the Eighth Amy’s command on March 1 and during the month again

played its part In crippling enemy assaults against our advanced positions in the

Orsogna area,
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